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Abstract
When creating new musical instruments on a mobile phone

platform one has to map sensory input to synthesis algo-

rithms. We propose that the very task of this mapping be-

longs in the creative process and to this end we develop a

way to rapidly and on-the-fly edit the mapping of mobile

phone instruments. The result is that the meaning of the

instruments can continuously be changed during a live per-

formance.
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1. Introduction
Mobile devices have rapidly become a viable platform for

musical performance. Mobile phone ensembles have been

formed [9], there has been an array of efforts to understand

and appropriate sensor technologies for mobile music per-

formance [4] and parametric synthesis engines have emerged

[3]. There also have been an array of commercial and free

software efforts to allow people to make various types of

music with mobile devices (Smule’s Ocarina, RjDj, ZooZBeat

to mention a few that developed out of academic contexts

at Stanford, UPF Barcelona and GeorgiaTech). Often cur-

rently available mobile music instruments have a special-

ized scope. Either they implement a specific model instru-

ment, as is the case with Ocarina, or prescribe a specific

style of music-making such as pre-scripted music in the case

of RjDj, or sequenced music as is the case with ZooZBeat.

Our goal is to maintain the mobile platform as a generic

music making device along the lines of a PC or laptop be-

ing a generic music platform [4]. This is very much related

to efforts of turning the laptop itself into a musical instru-

ments while still allowing much of its flexible power to be

used on the fly [1, 8]. Hence the goal is to make the sound

generation capabilities accessible to the performer, as well

as allow the range of input options to be used. The main
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Figure 1. A typical SpeedDial mapping (left). Editing ma-

nipulator parameters (right).

task then is to map the input of the performer to the sound-

ing results. Because of the very large space of possibilities

of such mappings and the difficulty to associate them with a

measure of quality and goodness, this is known as the “map-

ping problem” [6].

We propose that a way to tackle the mapping problem

is to in fact make the mapping part of the creative process.

Just as mapping scored music to interpreted performance,

mapping individual notes and timbres to musical pieces and

so forth are creative processes, we see the mapping of in-

put and gestures to sounds equally as a creative process that

is well placed with human beings who are good as dealing

with complex relations and come with inherent measures of

quality to evaluate the result.

The purpose of this paper is to describe efforts to pro-

pose one possible solution to a user interface that is meant to

make the mapping of input to sound explicit to the performer

and allows this on-the-fly during an ongoing performance.

This suggests a certain simplicity of the interface and in-

teractions processes. But we also want to use an approach

that are deterministic and reliable and can be executed under

time-critical conditions such as life musical performance.

The proposed solution is modeled for the prevailing 12-

key dial keyboard plus support keys and was implemented

on the Symbian OS 6.0 3rd gen N95 mobile smart phone.

The basic input and output capabilities relevant for our pur-

poses are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Basic input (black labels) and sound output (blue

label) capabilities of the Nokia N95. Tilt axis of the 3-axis

accelerometer are depicted in red.

2. Designing Rapid Mapping
In order to guide our design we first explored goals that are

desirable for on-the-fly mapping of input sensors to synthe-

sis algorithms given the constraints of the device. These

include

• Does not disrupt audio playback: Editing needs to be

possible while current sound processing is on-going.

Hence editing needs to be concurrent.

• Allows very rapid mapping: Meaningful mappings

should be possible with very few performer interven-

tions.

• Use reliable sensing when accuracy and control is im-

portant: Live performance is stressful and error prone.

The interface needs to be robust to ensure that it can

be operated on with confidence.

• Fast recovery of slips: Errors happen in live perfor-

mance. A main concern here is that errors can be

quickly reversed when identified.

Given these constraints we made the following basic de-

sign decisions:

• Use keys for critical interactions. These provide fairly

fast and safe discrete interactions.

• Limit the number of key sequences needed to finish

any task.

• Immediate undo at any discrete step.

• Limit the complexity of possible mappings.

Further constraint on the design is the size of the screen.

In the current design we only consider Nokia N95 smart

phones which have a 240x320 pixels on 4cm by 5.3cm. This

Figure 3. Basic mapping steps of a mapping in SpeedDial.

The highlighted column is the next to be set. Currently cre-

ated but incomplete mappings are bright green. Other map-

pings use various colors of reduced brightness (see Figure 1

(left)).

is a comparatively large screen historically, however smart

phones rapidly evolve to increase screen real-estate as can

be seen with the iPhone and other emerging smart phones.

2.1. Sensor to Synthesis Mapping
The task of creating a musical instrument is to map sens-

ing capability to sound output. Hence it was clear that there

needed to be a way to connect those two. Our design chooses

to place one intermediary stage, which can serve to filter,

manipulate, or give semantic meaning to sensory input and

hence condition it in various abstracted ways for a synthe-

sis algorithm. The primary mapping mode hence consists

of three parts, the input dimensions (source), which are dis-

played in the left column, the manipulation dimensions (ma-
nipulators), which are found in the center column, and the

synthesis dimensions (sinks), which occupy the right col-

umn (see Figure 3). A sensor, a manipulation algorithm and

a synthesis algorithm itself can be comprised of multiple di-

mensions. For example an 3-axis accelerometer can provide

acceleration along the x, y and z axis. We generally split

these multi-dimensional components into 1-dimensional part,

however this is not required and there are some meaningful

exceptions that simplify mappings. A manipulation algo-
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Figure 4. Basic mapping steps of two mappings in Speed-

Dial. The highlighted column is the next to be set. Currently

created but incomplete mappings are bright green. Other

mappings use various colors of reduced brightness.

rithm may be a lowpass filter whose controlling dimensions

are input stream and cut-off frequency. The performer can

choose to map each individually. The same holds for syn-

thesis algorithms. For example an FM algorithm can ex-

pose base frequency and modulation index as separate di-

mensions and each can be mapped to individually.

The basic layout allows for 5 rows to be displayed per

dimension, if this many are available in the current config-

uration. If more dimensions than 5 are available within a

column, scrolling is possible.

2.2. Key Mapping Design
Hence the primary input device becomes the 12 key standard

mobile phone block depicted in Figure 4.

We considered two basic rapid typing layouts: One uses

a number block layout corresponding to the visual display

of the mapping. Early evaluations show that this always

forces finger motion, larger overall finger motion and rel-

atively high subjective fatigue. Hence we settled on an or-

dered paradigm where we used the first 5 keys in sequence,

and reused them for each mapping stage. Overall movement

was reduced, and key hit repetition was possible for sim-

ple mappings that happen to align, making this choice less

strenuous subjectively. This is also justified theoretically by

Fitt’s law. Using just 5 keys of the keyboard reduces the

overall area to cover and the average moving distance be-

tween key-presses. Pure dialing speed is very rarely stud-

ied, while the area of text input using 12 key arrangement

has a fair body of literature [5]. A further effect of this use

of keys to cell selection is that we have spare keys to map to

additional capabilities.

3. Offline and Online Editing
On of the main goals is to limit the amount of interactions.

Hence also the amount of complexity that can be directly

manipulated is limited by the choices that can sensibly be

presented. That is, in order to still give detailed editing pos-

sibilities we therefore separate two parts of the process. One

is an offline editing stage in which the performer can prepare

aspects of the setup before a performance. Primarily this is

concerned with two things. The first is to allow the choice

of sensors, manipulators and synthesis parameters which are

intended to be actually used and hence define performance

presets. The second provides ways to specify parameters

that are not intended to be manipulated on the fly. For exam-

ple a performer may intend to manipulate the base frequency

of an FM algorithm but leave the modulation index constant.

This constant can be edited offline with high accuracy (see

Figure 1 (right), parameters with a highlight border are used

in the current preset for online mapping).

The primary editing mode is however the 3-stage map-

ping display already described above. However the offline

editing can directly contribute to the online performance

through the presets. Presets can be accessed through keys

7 through 9, and multiple pages of presets can be iterated

through via the 6 key. Hence if 5 presets are available, ini-

tially the first 3 are mapped to keys 7 through 9 and upon

pressing 6 the remaining 2 are mapped to the same keys.

This allows the rapid changing of complex mappings in one

key-stroke. The 0 key appends the current configuration to

the preset list allowing fast recall of mapped presets that

were generated on the fly.

The online mode itself allows manipulation and creation

of mappings on the fly, that is mappings that are exploratory

and evolving in nature.

Finally whole configurations, which consists of current

presets and current online mappings can be saved to the

phone’s file system and loaded back from there from the file

menu, which also contains options to toggle audio playback

and exit the program.

4. Keypad Performance
The keypad plays a double role in SpeedDial. It is the pri-

mary means to manipulate mappings, but it also can be used

as input dimensions for a performance mapping. In order

to support this, we use the * key to toggle between map-

ping and performance mode with respect to the keypad. If

in performance mode, keypads no longer affect the mapping

UI but are directly used within the currently active mapping

patch for performance.

5. Sources, Manipulators and Sinks
We call the individual blocks that can be linked together

units. There are three types of units: sources, manipula-

tors and sinks. Sources are sensors and input capabilities.

Manipulators are algorithms which modify the data arriving

from the linked sources or use it to modify a parameter of

the manipulator Sinks are are parametric components of a

synthesis algorithm. Typical examples of sources are: each

axis of an accelerometer, keys of a keyboard, microphone

signal [7], camera signals, and bluetooth protocol signals.

Sources can be direct signals or signals modified to yield a
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single data stream. For example multiple keys can be mod-

ified to form a range of responses of multiple keyboard and

serve as one source. Camera images can be converted to

overall brightness and be used as single stream sources in

this fashion. In our first prototype we primarily focused on

accelerometers and keys as input modalities to illustrate the

architecture. Sinks are typically parameters of synthesis al-

gorithms. Here we use FM synthesis, additive synthesis and

sample-playback to illustrate the principle, but any synthe-

sis algorithm is thinkable as a collection of sinks. The most

interesting aspect are the manipulators. These serve a range

of functions to give meaning to the sensing data. The triv-

ial manipulator is called ”nop” and performs no actions on

the signal and just passes it through. But manipulators can

act on the gain (dampen and boost) act on the signal range

(ranger) or filter the signal in various ways (LPFilter, HP-

Filter, BPFilter). It can also act in more semantic ways, for

example through signal gates which pass signals only in a

certain range, or half-wave rectification (rect), thresholders

(thresh), or onset-detectors (onset) can be used to detect cer-

tain aspects of the control signal and modify it to control

synthesis.

6. Limitations of the System
On of the primary limitations of the system is floating point

operation performance. Most implemented and openly avail-

able synthesis algorithms on smart phones use floating point

operations extensively [3]. This does limit the amount of

concurrent renderings that are possible without seriously de-

grading performance of the system. Primarily for this rea-

son we have artificially limited the number of active concur-

rent synthesis algorithms to one. The setup itself is able to

handle an arbitrary number of these and many more can be

mapped in principle. To relate multiply mapped synthesis

algorithms in our interface we have implemented the policy

that the latest mapped synthesis algorithm is active. Hence

one can rapidly transition between synthesis algorithms by

either mapping a new one or deleting the current one.

7. Conclusion
In this paper we explore the design philosophy that the map-
ping problem, i.e. the task of finding a good relation of

sensor capability to synthesis algorithms should be interac-

tively exposed to performers for use in a realtime setting.

We believe that mapping can inherently be part of creative

performance. To this end we proposed an interface that is

designed to allow rapid mapping in an interactive setting,

for smart phones with the standard 12 key layout.

Future work include rapid editing for alternative mobile

phone input technologies. In particular single- and multi-

touch screen interactions become increasingly popular. In

some cases they come hybrid with hardware keyboards of

various sizes and configuration (whether 12 key layouts (N96)

or larger keyboard layouts to support text typing (Blackber-

ries)). Some platforms exclusively focus on touchscreen in-

teractions (such as the iPhone). While one could translate

the method proposed in this paper quite literally to all of

these setups, via mapping to larger keyboards, or via vir-

tual key areas on the touch screen, we believe that interac-

tion techniques should be closely related to the physicality

of the primary input technology [2]. Hence we suggest that

for example multi-touch based phones require an alternative

paradigm and we are currently working on a design for it.

Furthermore we have so far focused on the user interaction

of the system. The integration of synthesis and language

paradigms is not yet fully developed. For example one may

want to plug in synthesis methods, maybe via VST plugins.

Or one my define blocks via PD patches or ChucK scripts.

How to best specify such capabilities also is future work.
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